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It’s Christmas time already! I’m only just getting used
to being married and the year is nearly over! What
on earth will 2009 bring?
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It seems that the credit crunch or, to give it its real
name, recession is going to have a great effect on us.
Professional performers, such as myself, will have
problems finding work as the corporate market is
going to be much more careful about spending
money and will cut back on luxuries – and we can’t
really expect them to think that hiring a magician is a
necessity!
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Don’t forget that we have our members’ auction at
our January meeting so there will be lots of magic
bargains for you to snap up. If you need to make
money then selling the props or DVDs that you no
longer use or have never tried will be a great help to
you. I’ll certainly be looking out some of my stuff – the house is full of ‘maybe’ that have
never emerged from their plastic carrier bags! Anything you wish to sell must have its
instructions where appropriate.
This issue is full of photos – so I hope that you enjoy them. There have been so many magic
events in the last part of 2008 – the IBM, The Magic Circle’s Stage Magician of the Year and
J-Day! I know that some of you will have attended local events such as the Portsmouth Magic
Day and Ipswich – why don’t you take some photos or at least write a report on your day
and send it here for publication. Don’t forget – the best writing in the magazine is awarded
a trophy each year at J-Day so now’s the time to think about what you want to share with
other members.
I was so delighted last month when I got a letter from the Secretary of The Magic Circle to
say that the President, Ali Bongo, had awarded me the highest accolade – I am now a
Member Of The Inner Magic Circle with Gold Star! (The gold star is for performance as it can
be awarded without for services to magic.) Isn’t that fantastic?
Well – another year has gone and I’ve now completed four as editor of your magazine which
seems really odd too as many of you weren’t even members four years ago and now you are
very much a part of YMC. What will this year bring? Well – we know there will be The Young
Magician of the Year and entry forms are still available but do hurry, the date to enter by is
looming! Maybe we’ll meet in Blackpool or the Bristol Day of Magic? We could catch up at
the IBM in Southport or you might try really hard to make it for J-Day? So let’s hope you will
be able to get along to one of those and be sure to come and say ‘hi’!
Meanwhile – have a brilliant holiday season, then get writing, email me with your news,
views and articles. I’m waiting to hear from YOU!
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ARE YOU
INSURED?

Whilst at the IBM convention in Eastbourne we were very lucky
indeed that one of the top performers, Levent, agreed to spend
some time with us at our own YMC workshop. During his teaching
session he talked about his rules of magic and he asked me to
publish them in ‘Secrets’ so that they could be shared with all of you.
So here are Levent’s...

If you perform Magic shows for the public you really do need to
have third party insurance. This type of insurance covers you for
any injury to people working with you or in your audience as a
result of your act. Joshua Miller, with the help of his mum, has
advised ‘Secrets’ magazine that insurance cover is free if you join
Equity – The British Actors’ Union.

FUNDAMENTAL RULES OF MAGIC:

If you are aged between fourteen and sixteen years and performing professionally, earning at least half of the adult rate for the job
in question you can become a Youth Member. Membership will
include £10 million of insurance cover – but not for either
hypnosis or flame-based magic such as fire-eating. If you
intend to do more than a quick lit match or cigarette vanish, you
will need to discuss it with Equity first.

1. When making a steal, the visible movement should have a
natural motivation.
2. The big movement masks the smaller, secret movement.
3. When palming an object onstage, there is just a tiny
window of a few seconds in which you must either produce
the object or add a visible object into the fingers of that
hand.
4. The most deceptive way to steal and palm an object is
under the guise of picking up a visible object at the finger
tips.
5. With only a few exceptions, secretly maneuvering a palmed
object from one hand to another is generally a bad idea
unless the procedure employs a visible object.
6. When stealing an object from inside a coat, under cover of
misdirection, it is far more deceptive to have the object
travel to the palming hand than the other way around.
7. When performing a routine with a repetitious effect, it is
far more deceptive if you vary your methods.
8. You can only break these rules if you fully understand them
and can offer an intelligent reason for breaking them.

Please note that per formers who are younger than
fourteen years old are governed by various laws and guidelines as to chaperonage, hours and education and in these
cases the local council of wherever the per formance takes
place should be contacted.
As a Youth Member you are entitled to all the benefits of
belonging to Equity but pay a reduced subscription of £20 per year
plus a one-off administration fee of £25 when you first join. To become a Youth Member you should complete a standard application form which you can download from the website at
http://www.equity.org.uk
You will need to submit four contracts which you have
honoured in the last twelve months and one contract for a
future booking. You also need to be aware that your own name
may already be taken. Equity members are not allowed to
duplicate names that have already been registered so you may
have to find a stage name as an alternative.
For more details call Mike Day, Variety Organiser, on
020 7670 0235. Or email: mday@equity.org.uk
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2009

17th

February 28th

March 28th May 23rd July

April

11th November 1st J-Day (SUNDAY)

18th June 20th September 12th November 21st

Workshop fee £5.00. As always workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three). Please be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks and crisps will be provided free),
a deck of cards, notbook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please register inadvance each time Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

Th e M a g i c C ave r n
(Christmas Season)

London's most intimate and atmospheric theatre show of
magic and illusion for the whole family.
£12.00, £10.00 Concessions. Group rate and Family Tickets
£8.00 each. Box Office 020 8932 4747 (11.00am - 7.00pm) or
08700 600 100 (24hrs with fee). Dates include Sundays! Book
Online at www.falseimpressions.co.uk. The Magic Cavern,
Barons Court Theatre, 'The Curtains Up', 28A Comeragh Road,
London, W14 9HR. Two minutes walk from either Barons
Court or West Kensington Tube Stations.
Full details: www.falseimpressions.co.uk

is here

I’ve just been told about the launch of a new web site –
www.lotsofmagic.co.uk.
This is a brand new online auction site - totally dedicated to the
buying and selling of magic props, equipment and general paraphernalia that is associated with the entertainments industry.
Whether you are a children’s entertainer, close up magician, mentalist, clown, ventriloquist, illusionist or comedy performer - professional or amateur - you will find this website extremely useful
for selling unwanted props or sourcing those hard to find items.
Selling is easy, even more so if you have used other auction websites in the past - and you will be able to give clear information
about what you are looking to sell, including photos and videos,
to make sure that you get the very best price.
Our reasonable sellers’ fees are payable via Paypal or credit card;
you will not be charged any fees for buying items.

WIN WIN WIN!✹

✹

✹

✹

STAND UP – A Professional Guide to Comedy Magic

Ian Keable has very kindly donated a copy of his book for
YOU to win!
Simply tell me who has written the Foreword for the book – and
it could be yours! Just email your answer to me or send it by post
(addresses on page 3) by January 6th 2009.

Lotsofmagic will be holding a massive launch party in January so
start using the site to find out how you can get an invite. Have
fun - and happy buying and selling!

✹

HOLIDAY COMPETITION

✹

✹

Win one of the DVDs featured in our Reviews section –
‘Attack of the Bag’ including the bag and ‘Banding Around’
are both on offer.

All you need to do is email me with three names of magicians
starring in this year’s Christmas Show at The Magic Circle. Email
or write with your answer to the usual address in the front of
the magazine by January 6th 2009 and one of these DVDs could
be on its way to you!
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✩IBM CONVENTION✩
The IBM Eastbourne this year was swamped with stars and the Young Magicians Club was delighted to see
one of our past members, Jonathan Shotton, win the IBM Shield. This prestigious stage competition had
several current and past members of YMC competing - Ed Hilsum took part for the first time and past
member Joe Ray won the Ditta Shield for Manipulation as well as coming in third place. So we were
justifiably proud!
The Stars of Tomorrow show featured current members James Milner and Michael Jordan as MCs with
performances from Ed Hilsum and Megan Knowles-Bacon as well as one of our newest members Leah Mae
together with her younger sister Sara Jade.

Well done to all of them, they put on a splendid show!

✩✩
Leah Mae & Sara Jade

✩
Megan Knowles-Bacon

Michael Jordan

Ed Hilsum

tton
IBM Shield Winner: Jonathan Sho

James Milner

✩

✩
Joe Ray
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✩EASTBOURNE✩2008
✩
Juan Tamariz

Michael Finney

✩

Jon Armstrong

Jeff Hobson

Nick Einhorn

Kalin & Ginger

✩

Mel Mellors

Raymond Crowe

Tony Chapek

Norm Neilson

Levent

Jason Byrne
Gene Anderson
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✩

THE MAGIC CIRCLE
❊
STAGE MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2008

❊❊

❊

❊

❊
2nd place:

Vadini

Ettiene Pra
d

dman
3rd place: James Free

ier

❊

Richard Pinner

Winner
JOHN ARCHER

❊

❊

awarded by Ali Bongo
James Monehen
Jonathan S

hotton

❊

Mark Shor
tland

❊

❊

❊
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❊

Ryan Sholem
Favourite magic DVD? Shimada Volume 2 Dove
Magic.
Strongest non-magical per forming influences?
The encouragement I get from my friends.
Strongest magical influences? The
encouragement I get from members at The
Southend Sourcerers Society and The YMC.
What is your favourite magic on TV? I love
watching Derren Brown.
Which magician would you most like to be and
why? I would love to be as good as Oliver Tabor, a
magician that lives near me. He is well-known for
his Dove Magic. I would love to do Dove Magic too
which is why I am in the process of getting a pair of
breeding Java Doves from Oliver.
Age? 15 years old.
Current Home? Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
Joined The Young Magicians Club? August 2005.
Hobbies apart from Magic? Skateboarding and
Cycling.
Favourite magic book? I don’t have books. I like
to learn by watching.
Favourite Non-Magic Book? Too busy practising
my magic to have one.
Favourite Film? The Illusionist.
Favourite Magicians? David Blaine, David
Copperfield & Oliver Tabor.
What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The Most?
Stage and Dove Magic – I hope to get my own
doves soon.
What do you like most about Secrets?
Everything.

If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would they be? I would love
to interview Simon Cowell because he says what he
thinks; Base Hunter, I saw him live at The Leeds
Festival and he spoke about his problems at his
school which were similar to the problems I am
experiencing at school. David Blaine, because I
would love to talk to him about all his illusions.
Top tip for getting into magic? Buy some simple
tricks and practise on your family first.
Some people I would like to thank in magic for
either their help or encouragement? My mum,
Cherry, for taking me every month to the Southend
Sorcerers Society and the YMC. I would also like to
thank the London Taxi Drivers’ Fund for Under-Privileged Children for letting me perform my magic to
children less fortunate than me. I’d also like to
thank Oliver Tabor who I met at the Southend
Sorcerers Society two years ago and who has been
my icon ever since. I would also like to thank my
Great Uncle Sam and my dad’s friend Simon Dias
both of whom love magic and help me if I get
stuck!
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International Magic - London
proudly present a stunning new lecture DVD featuring

Darwin Ortiz
Recorded at the MacMillan Magic Convention

London 2007

Author of many books such as ‘Strong Magic’ and ‘Designing Miracles’,
respected as one of the World’s foremost authorities on card magic and
an expert performerand teacher, Darwin Ortiz needs no introduction.
Here you’ll witness miracles, learn magic and be hugely entertained!
With clear, detailled explanations, this 70 minute lecture is the perfect
way to acquaint yourself with a true master, in a rare live lecture
appearance in the UK. This is Darwin Ortiz... A modern day Hofzinser,

at his very best!
Includes magic not published in his books and many
principles from his latest work ‘Designing Miracles’
Hard Target
A sandwich routine like no other, featuring a devastating
new concept by Simon Aronson

Beyond Collecting
A stunning brand new version of The Collectors plot
Passing Through
Marlo’s Push Through Failure taken to another level of perfection
Principles from Designing Miracles
The Critical Interval, Ascanio’s In Transit Theory, The NO WAY
Moment, plus important aspects of Attention Control
Test Your Luck
A proposition bet that could earn you a fortune

£25.00
plus p&p

All this and so much more... you’ll watch this again and again
Not just entertaining and engaging, this is in essence a mini course that with
study and attention to detail will elevate your knowledge, understanding and
skills in card magic as a craft and so your own reputation. Too good to miss!

For Full details visit: www.internationalmagic.com

International Magic,
89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX. UK

E: admin@internationalmagic.com
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927
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✺
✴

J-DAY✺✴
✴

✺

✺

✺

What an amazing day! What a lot of YMC members!
What a lot of amazing stars! How could you not be there?

✺

✴

There was a queue forming well before ten o’clock that morning and when the doors opened the crowd
went straight up to the Devant Room where Magic Books by Post, Kaymar Magic and the Magic Cave had
set up and opened ‘shop’ with the latest in magic available. Lots of demonstrating was going on for most
of the day and everyone had bought something by closing time.
After a brief welcome the first lecture was from French magic star Boris Wild. He taught his famous ‘Kiss
Count’ and demonstrated some great false shuffles, moves and ideas as well as some of the products he
had brought with him from Paris. Then six members took part in the finals of the Close Up competition
and last year’s winner, Alex Hansford, performed too before a well-earned lunch break. Sales of
sandwiches were very busy throughout the day as people ate their packed lunches but, strangely, were still
hungry!
The finals of the stage competition were short as there were only three acts but we also enjoyed a reprise
from last year’s winner, Jack Gleadow. Then Mark Shortland gave a very informative and entertaining
lecture with some real gems of magic. This was followed by ‘An Audience with….’ featuring Roy
Davenport who was interviewed by celebrated radio broadcaster Brian Sibley. Roy’s enthusiasm was quite
catching as he spoke about putting together an award winning magic act and about his famous family.
The evening’s entertainment opened with the Awards Ceremony. The winner of the Home Counties Stage
Trophy was Ed Hilsum with the Kaymar Komedy Cup going to Joe Harper. Then the close up awards went
to: 3rd: Steven Bridges, 2nd: Jack Gleadow and the Mark Leveridge Close Up Trophy was won by Carl
Scutt. The Peter McCahon Originality Prize went to John Zee Godden and the Peter Blanchard Literary
Award for an article, or series of articles, in ‘Secrets’ went to Tom Biesinger. Finally a truly amazed Tom
Wallace received the Member of the Year trophy.
At last the Gala show could begin - and what a show it was this year! IBM Stage and Close Up winner
Richard Pinner was the Emcee, or compere, for the night and introduced FISM Champion Boris Wild, IBM
Stage and Comedy Champion Mark Shortland, Marc Oberon the winner of the IBM/SAM championship
(and who was on our front cover last time), The Magic Circle’s Stage Magician of the Year John Archer
and FISM Champion Roy Davenport. You can’t ask for a stronger line-up than that! We saw Linking Rings,
tricks with a gumball machine, coin manipulations, comedy mentalism and items turning to gold in front
of our eyes! There was true magic in every performance and it was a great way to end another great
J-Day!
PHOTO REPORT ➤
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✴

✺
Roy Davenport

Boris Wild

✴

An Audiance with
Introduced by

✴ J-D
✺200

Mark Shortland

✴

John Archer

John Zee

Joe Harper

James Wilson

Winner
Carl Scutt
????????
Daniel Shears

Home Counties Stage Trophy
winner: Ed Hilsum

✺
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Member of the year: Tom Wallac
e

h Roy Davenport
y Brian Sibley

✴

Marc Oberon

✺

✴

Brian Sibley

✺
DAY✺

08

Roy Davenport

✺
Richard Pinner

Jack Gleadow

✺

Harry De Cruz

Steven Bridges

Winner
Ed Hilsum

✴
Literary Award
Peter Blanchard
inger
winner: Tom Bies
Kamar Komedy Cup
winner: Joe Harper

✴
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Mark Leveridge Close-Up Trophy
winner: Carl Scutt

❄

❄

❄

❄

❄

❄ FESTIVE HOLIDAY
❄

❄

❄

❄

❄

❄

❄

❄

things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

Attack of the Bag

★★
Takes practice

Craig Petty

£15.00 inclu
d
from www.wing postage
orldm
shop.co.uk agic-

❚ Reviewed by Tim Sutton
The coin bag is a subtle piece of deceit enabling the operator to effect switches,
transpositions, appearances and vanishes with coins. It
has a good friend in Craig Petty who has developed
some ingenious uses for the item, now showcased in
this DVD. Although, it must be said, this is a mixed bag,
there is enough quality work to merit a rummage.
Included with the DVD is the bag for performing the
routines. They are well-made, good-looking, and
satisfying to use. Craig demonstrates the required
handlings expertly - although you may need to go
back to books by David Roth and Bobo for a more
complete description of some of the coin sleights.

Value for mo
ney?

8/10

7/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the pra
ctice?

8/10

Some of the pieces are great – others less so. Some routines, such as ‘Strange Exchange’,
attract unwanted heat to the bag itself; whilst others shoehorn the bag into pre-existing
routines which cope just fine without it. The best, such as ‘Coins in Cartoon Motion’, and
‘Chop Bag’ with its clear plot and kicker ending, integrate the bag pleasingly without leading
the spectators to worry about its funky nature.
Craig Petty is to be admired for the variety of applications he’s found for this device. You
may find a few of them making their way into your repertoire.

Stand-Up: A Professional Guide to Comedy Magic
Ian Keable (Author’s own publication)

❚ Reviewed by Mike O’Brien

Let me start off by saying that if you are looking for tricks and prepared routines then this book
is NOT for you. However if you want to develop a patter comedy act then this book is an
excellent place to start. Ian is a very experienced performer having started off in comedy clubs,
then moving on to corporate gigs and finally now touring with his one man show. He writes in
an informative and entertaining way.

5 + £3 p&p
Hardback £2
.uk
ankeable.co
from www.i

ney?
Value for mo

10/10

10/10

friends?
Amaze your

The subject is tackled in five major sections and then
broken down into chapters. The major headings are The
Big Two (Comedy and Character), What to Say,
Audience Participation, The Act and finally Preparation.
Ian has discussed comedy with many magical comedy
stars and they give great insights into their approach
to comedy magic e.g. Jeff Hobson, John Archer, The
Great Suprendo (Geoffrey Durham).

The book is packed with good advice and examples
of Ian’s performing experience. Many of the
0
1
/
0
1
?
examples he gives on what to avoid are not only
ce
ti
c
ra
Worth the p
educational but also amusing. This book is suitable for someone of, say, fourteen years of age
and above and is highly recommended to anyone
wishing to develop a patter stand up act or, if you already have one, if you want to improve it.
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★★
Takes practice

❄

❄

❄

❄

❄
❄

❄

SHOPPING❄GUIDE ❄
❄

❄

❄

Flipped Out

★★

Craig Petty

Requires some handling

❚ Reviewed by Chris Latham

DVD £15.00
po
you would a st free (but
lso n
gimmicked F eed the
lip
coin at £30) per
from
www.world
magicshop.c
o.uk

Initially I found this DVD very disappointing. The
so-called background music was far too obtrusive and
drowned Craig's voice as he demonstrated the coin
magic to the audience. Some of the demonstrations
were far too distant; however if you can manage to
sit through this the explanations are worth studying
and, with a fair amount of practice, you will be able
to perform the tricks.
My further disappointment was realizing that,
after I had bought the coin and DVD, I would still
have to find a coin shop to buy some more half
dollars; also to do all the tricks you would have
to purchase more items such as a coin shell.

Value for mo
ney?

7/10

7/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the pra
ctice?

6/10

Once the music stopped, and the explanations began, the DVD
became much more interesting although slower speech when demonstrating would
also help - otherwise you have to stop and start the DVD. Some of the best
examples of presentation are the Doc Eason collection. However after playing the
DVD through several times I found I was learning some of the tricks. Please note
that care must be shown when transporting the flip coin as the elastic band can
become distorted. However this is a great way of performing some super effects.

Banding Around
★★

Russell Leeds

Takes practice

❚ Reviewed by David Weeks
With twenty routines (some as hidden bonuses) fully and
clearly explained you have loads of material here to keep
you very busy; which, together with all the
references that are included both in the liner notes and
on the DVD, will give you a great start into this fun
area of close up magic. You really should track down
some of those references as they’ll lead you into more
y?
e
n
o
m
areas than can be covered on this disc. My highlights
r
fo
Value
were: ‘Three Fly’ with rubber bands
instead of coins: and the use of Tamariz’s ‘Crossing
the Gaze’ switch which is really worth studying.
nds?
ie
fr
r
u
yo
Indeed, you should take all these moves and create
e
z
Ama
your own routines.

sively
almost exclu
2 Hour DVD
5
1
£
magic
rubber band
:
m
) Fro
(incl postage
shop.co.uk
ic
g
a
m
www.world

10/10

9/10

ctice?
Worth the pra

10/10

Don’t do everything here in one performance as
several routines use the same moves and your audience will go
to sleep from boredom!
Select a routine you really like and incorporate into your close-up set.
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❄

A TRIBUTE TO SIEGFRIED AND ROY
AT THE LONDON PALLADIUM

By Harry de Cruz

Siegfried and Roy performed the most amazing illusion show at the
Mirage Hotel in Las Vegas for many years until Roy was mauled by
one of the famous tigers used in their act. It is only recently that he
has been able to emerge into the public eye once again – hence this
special tribute show.
In the August edition of ‘Secrets’ there was a competition to win a pair
of tickets for the Siegfried and Roy tribute show. I was one of the lucky
five to win.
On Sunday 28th September my Dad and I arrived at Oxford Circus
Station three hours before the show! We decided to stand outside the
stage door, hoping to see some magicians. And boy - were we were
lucky!
below: Harry meets Roy Horn before the big show

Portuguese Luis De Matos used only sand and water in his act. He
poured different coloured sands into a massive bowl of water and
then produced the dry sand from the water. All this was topped off by
a colour change of the water.
Next were Vik and Fabrini from Brazil who performed their amazing
‘Robotic’ act.This involved Fabrini as a robot. I was stunned and fooled
at how he moved like he did.
The last act, before the break, was from Las Vegas. Billed as ‘The man
with the fastest hands on earth’ Wally Eastwoood stole the show with
his quick wit and fantastic personality, his hat juggling routine, his
juggling of three ping pong balls with his mouth and his finale playing such songs as Fur Elise and Yankee Doodle on the piano with
five juggling balls to hit the keys.
After the interval another Las Vegas act performed. It was Norm
Nielson with his classic act. He performed a vanishing flute, Miser’s
Dream, with a coin ladder, and his floating and ‘playing’ violin.
Jason Byrne, also from Vegas, did his bird act which finished with the
production of a duck, really making the audience gasp.
Ben Stone (son of the show’s producer, Paul Stone) then sang the
MagiCares Anthem called ‘When Magic Cares, Miracles Happen’,
which he wrote.

Just as we arrived we saw Roy Horn (half of the legendary double act
‘Siegfried and Roy’). My Dad mimed ‘autograph’ to Roy’s minder and
just for us she brought him up to the gate to see us. I got many
photos of him and he signed a playing card for me. We spoke for
about five minutes. He was telling me about magicians today and how
we must be original. It was amazing that someone so famous in the
magic world was talking to me! We stayed around for a bit longer
seeing many famous faces and I met Norm Nielson and Luis de Matos.
Suddenly I saw Siegfried. I was speechless! I managed to get his
autograph and take photos of him. . We talked briefly before he went
off to his hotel. He was a proper “American dude” as my Dad says.

Australian Raymond Crowe then wowed the audience by borrowing a
spectator’s jacket and making it fly, dance and float around the stage.
He concluded with his stunning hand shadows. The final act of the
evening was Soul Mystique from Australia who performed their
dance/quick change act.
Throughout the show we also watched video messages for Siegfried
and Roy from many stars such as Sir Anthony Hopkins, Cher, Lynette
Chappell (Siegfried and Roy’s leading lady in their shows) and Steve
Wynn (the man who built the Mirage Hotel for Siegfried and Roy’s
show).
below: Siegfried is happy to sign autographs and meet with fans

We then waited for the doors to open and for everyone to get their
seats. I was just so amazed at all the magicians there. I met David and
Marvin Berglas, Paul Wilson and Alex Conran (from ‘The Real Hustle’
TV program) and Nicholas Einhorn. Seeing so many amazing
magicians I knew it was going to be one hell of a show.
After applauding Siegfried and Roy to their seats, the lights went
down, the curtain went up and the show began.
The M.C. for the evening was Jeff Hobson from Las Vegas. He was an
extremely funny guy with many one-liners. Also throughout the night
there was phenomenal music from The MagiCares Big Band.
First was an act from Reno. Kalin and Jinger performed two
incredible illusions which included flaming spikes through Jinger who
vanished from the box and reappeared in the audience. They also
performed a sawing in half illusion, inviting Russ Stevens on stage to
examine the box.
The Great Tomsoni & Co, originally from Poland, performed some
incredible dove productions and vanishes.

The show ended with the long awaited appearance of ‘The Masters
of the Impossible’. As Siegfried and Roy walked on the audience went
wild. Siegfried did most of talking to begin with but once Roy got the
microphone he wouldn’t stop! Although his words were a little slurred
his speech was understandable and very moving to many people.
It may be a long time till another show like this will be in London again
and it was an amazing day which I, and many others, will never
forget.
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Joshua Miller - YMC & ME PART 2
Christmas show at Brinsworth House. He
asked Mandy Davies about me and I was very
honoured to be part of the show.
Brinsworth House is a special care home
where some of the retired stars of TV and
Stage live. The Royal Variety Show helps to
fund it.
I had lots of great feedback and was told that
I was the best in the show and will go far!
These people have been in the business, and
have seen lots of acts, so it was important to
listen to their advice.

The BIGGEST OPPORTUNITY, one of which
I am very proud, was being offered a
scholarship and grant, from the Magic
Endowment Fund of the Society of American
Magicians, to attend Sorcerer’s Safari Magic
Camp in Canada in August 2006. Mandy
Davis worked really hard sorting it all out to
make the trip possible for me. There was a lot
of paper work and I had to get
recommendations from my form teacher and
headmaster as well as three magicians who
knew me. I chose Marvin Berglas, Ali Bongo
and, of course, Mandy who probably knows
me the most from the workshops.
I had an amazing ten days in Canada. I had a
lovely host family: Sue (mum) and son Scott,
who was also going to camp, looked after me
the nights before and after camp. They
collected me from the airport, then took me
back at the end of my stay. At camp we slept
in log cabins around a lake where we could
swim. Meeting and learning with kids from
other countries was fun and there were top
Canadian magicians to train us too: Greg
Frewin, Oscar Munoz and Aaron Fisher to
name but three. We had lessons during the
day and stage shows in the evening - and I got
to be in two of the evening shows. I loved
camp so much I got an evening job when I got
home and saved all year to go back!

As a result of that show I also got a booking
for a Christmas Show at a Yacht Club in
London. Jack Seaton, who ran the show, also
offered me another job - to be part of a
variety show in a theatre in London. This took
place last March. So from Mandy talking to
David, and then me talking to him on the
phone, I got three bookings!
I was awarded YMC’s Member of the Year in
2006 and have been a Mentor at the
workshops for a couple of years now. I also
help backstage and in the sound and lighting
box for the Saturday night shows.
As you can
see all this
has
been
possible
through me
being
a
member of
YMC and I
owe a lot of
thanks
to
Above: Joshua couldn’t wait for lunch!
people who
have seen me and put their trust in me.
I have entered some competitions over the
years:

In “Secrets” during 2007 they were seeking
someone to perform magic in a variety show
at The Royal Hippodrome in Eastbourne. I sent
my show reel and I got the job! This was
fundraising for Leo House, which is for
life-limited children. As 2007 was the Centenary of the Scouting Association they put on
something like a gang show but with other
acts too, like mine, including music, singers,
dancers, a big band and gymnasts.

J-Day Stage Competition
Runner up (twice!)

In December 2007 magician David Berglas (his
son owns the Marvin’s Magic company) was
looking for a magician to be part of the

I have also performed live on ITV’s Saturday
morning show “Ministry of Mayhem.” I have
done that twice and won their Junior X-Factor

British Junior Magical Championships
3rd place
Young Magician of Year 2007
Finalist.
The World Junior Magical Championships
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competition - the finals were judged by
Simon Cowell!
I have also performed at school and in
Charity shows for Children in Need, Cancer
Research, Comic Relief and British Heart
Foundation.
I have loved being a member of The Young
Magician Club and have always been
proud to wear my badge at every magic
event I have attended.
I want to give a BIG thank you to:
Ian Thompson, who got me the forms to
join YMC six years ago; Scott Penrose;
Marvin Berglas; Fay Presto; Laura London;
Colin and Sharon Rose; my Canada family,
Sue and Scott; Mike and Jen Segal who
run Sorcerers’ Safari; and The SAM
Endowment Fund who make camp
possible through all their help and support.
Thanks also to my local Magic club in
Peterborough; and everyone at Practical
Magic and JB Magic for help and advice
when buying new tricks.
I mustn’t forget thanks to Roy Marsh, Ali
Bongo, The Magic Circle’s tech crew and
Mandy Davis for putting up with me at the
workshops and all the hard work they do
to make YMC what it is.
Finally I must mention two people I will
never forget who sadly are no longer with
us - who became good friends to me and
were a great part of the YMC:
Peter McCahon, star of Channel 4’s
“Monkey Magic.” He edited “Secrets”
magazine and could always be found in
the clubroom for a chat on workshop days.
Richard Stupple, the Founder and Vice
President of YMC, who I met on my first
visit to a workshop, and I was friends with
ever after.
The YMC has been such a big part of my
life over the past six years and I have made
some great friends. Those friendships will
be forever, I have learned so much and had
great fun along the way. I am sad to leave
the Young Magicians Club but the next
chapter is just beginning - to go on to
become a Member of The Magic Circle.
I hope you all will have great stories to tell
too!
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SUPER SNEAKY

Instant downloads:
£3.25 per issue
Available from
www.magicseen.co.uk

The Kaymar Magic Company
Quality Affordable Magic

The Thought Thief
A fantastic mind magic development by Jack Delvin
A me mbe r of y our au dience sim ply thi nk s of a
desig n f ro m a ca rd bea ring ove r 70 de sign s. If
they li ke the y can even thi nk up a de sig n o f t heir
own.
SUPE R SNE A KY de liver s the tho ught of desi gn
right int o yo ur han d in a matter of seco nd s.
JA CK D ELVI N use d SUP ER SNEAK Y to close hi s
min d magic act recentl y at the famou s Sa vage
Club in Lond on’ s We st En d – it bro ught the
hou se do wn!
Like all our magic it is si mp licity itsel f to use,
and is fool pro of in operati on. If yo u wan t to
totally a maze you r audience at t he fini sh o f yo ur
sho w get, Su per S neaky to wor k a miracle f or
you.
SUPE R SN E A KY co mes a bs olutely c om plete wit h
full in struct ion s fo r onl y £12. 50. P & P free t o
Secret s reader s.

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members
The New Kaymar Catalogue
is now available Only £3-00
Visit our Web site www.kaymarmagic.com

(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904
or visit our magic studio at :

Jack’s Magic Shop
18 L odge C lo se Or pingt on Ke nt
BR6 0 QQ
Please make che que s payab le to Jac k Delvi n
ww w.Jac kDelvi n.co.uk /s hop
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Q. What's the most popular wine
at Christmas?
A: "I don't like sprouts!"
Q. What do you get when you
cross a snowman with a
vampire?
A: Frostbite!
Q. What kind of bird can write?
A: A PENguin!
Q. Why don't you hear anything
about the 10th reindeer
"Olive" ?
A: You know, "Olive the other
reindeer, used to laugh and
call him names!"
Christmas: The time when everyone gets
Santamental!
I know. I know. People say "It's the
thought that counts, not the gift" - but
couldn't people think a little bigger!

Wishing you all a Happy Holiday Season

Only two people out of the whole world entered the last competition - so they are both going to recieve a prize!
Danny Ranson & Theo Piggot
I hope more of you will enter the next competitions - two this month and three prizes up for grabs!(see page 5)

LAST MONTH’S SOLUTIONS
Dice Stack = 86. Number 4 Magic = 0=4-4, 1=4/4, 2=(4+4)/4, 3=4-(4/4), 4=4, 5=4+(4/4), 6=((4+4)/4)+4, 7=(44/4)-4, 8=4+4,
9=4+4+(4/4), 10=(44-4)/4. Counting Sheep - You can use the principle of one-to-one correspondence to find the answer without
counting. Simply mark off pairs of sheep - one right-facing, one left-facing - until no more of one type remain. Target Practice = 17 +
17 + 17 + 17 + 16 + 16 = 100. Ali Bongo’s Capital Cities Puzzle - Paris, Copenhagen, Oslo, Buenos Aires, Athens, Havana or Panama,
Beijing, Prague, Bratislava, Brussels, Berlin, London, Lisbon, Stockholm, Amsterdam, Moscow, Cairo, Madrid, Reykjavik, Istanbul,
Santiago, Rome, Sofia, Singapore.
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KEY CARD MYSTERY - By Mark Lee

 

MERLINS EXCLUSIVE

The spectator freely selects ANY card (no force), signs it
and returns it to the pack. You now explain that a magician uses many ways to locate a card in the deck, and
you will now show them the most popular. This method is
called the 'Key Card Principle', You explain that one of the
cards is very subtly marked. You now fan through the
deck and appear shocked to find a card with a shinny key
printed on the back! This is shown to be the spectators
signed card. You now take the card, and 'pluck' the printed key from the back,
only for it to change into a SOLID METAL KEY ! You place the key on the
table, and give the spectator the signed card as a souvenir - £15.00

ESP by Wayne Dobson MERLINS EXCLUSIVE
Five ESP cards are removed from a wallet,
along with a small round disc with a question
mark, and a small sign with ‘ESP’ printed on it.
You explain that you are about to conduct an
experiment in ESP, and give the spectator the
round disc, and ask them to drop it on ANY
ESP card they wish. You give them the option
of changing their minds, and they can, or leave
the disc on the original card. Under these impossible conditions, you now show
that you had predicted their selection - £12.00
SPECIAL SECRETS OFFER - POST FREE IN UK!

(please mention ‘Secrets’ at time of ordering to get the special offer)

Check out our website, updated every week

www.merlinswakefield.com

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk

email: merlins@btconnect.com Tel : +44(0)1924 339933

Its Always Magic at...................................... Merlins!
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